
Original toolset description:
Rigging Toolset (a number of tools for riggers from arbitrary control hierarchies and joint setup 
tools to full on limb creation with various advanced options e.g. set up fk.ik, set up stretchy, space 
switching, knee/elbow locking, etc. Would ideally have advanced features such as the ability to 
arbitrarily swap out control shapes). This wouldn't be an autorigger in-and-of itself, but could be 
used that way if desired. It's aimed more towards riggers than people who want to just arbitrarily 
have a rig generated for them.
Additionally:
workbench node graph, platform agnosticity, rig script saving.

Succinct description:
The end goal is to make a standalone rigging platform which can export production ready rigs to 
almost any 3D platform (basically the zbrush or Mari of rigging). This assignment is about making 
the Maya integration prototype for that end product.

Having a couple of models with vastly different proportions and somewhat different skeletal setups 
will be beneficial for testing. Possibly even a biped and a bug?

Parts of the script:
NOW:
Convertion
Utils (joints, names, ctrls)
Modules (limbs, skeleton builder
Module components (stretchy, ik/fk, etc)
Metanodes??

LATER:
UI
Workbench
Metanodes

Consider having a version or at least last revised date for each .py file which is separate from the 
overall tool versioning.

CONVERTER
Instantiation of nodes does NOT automatically build them in the scene. It only holds information 
about HOW it should be built. The objects are not built into the scene until the build method is 
called. This allows nodes to be added to workbench without adding them to the scene.

Throw an error "mode {0} is not available in this application".format(mode) or something similar if 
trying to use a node that isn't the correct application (incl not standalone for the standalone).

In order to support older versions of platforms which may have reduced functionality, instantiation 
of this class should also set cls.modeVers (aka cls.modeVersion)

Throw error if trying to use build method in standalone mode.
Super class Converter()

instatiated with UI, mode is app you're running it in (or None if in standalone)



subclass for each node TYPE you're converting to/from.
ALL subclasses should be instantiated from Converter object?

e.g. Add(mode) would be instantiated self.add = Add(mode=self.mode)
i.e. nc.add is an instance of Add()

Node subclasses are TYPES of nodes.
They would look at the types of inputs (and maybe outputs) it is getting and, depending on the 
mode, pick the BEST FITTING node. They would have methods for changing the inputs, outputs, 
etc.

e.g. Add(inputs, outputs) could be plusMinusDivide for 1D or 2D, or combinations of 
different dimentional inputs; or addDoubleLinear if 3D inputs.

i.e. In maya, nc.add([box.tx, cup.tx], dyno.tx) makes a plusMinusAverage but 
nc.add([box.translate, cup.translate], dyno.translate) makes an addDoubleLinear

In the above, box, cup, and dyno are instantiated Transform() objects. In other words, this system is 
instantiating ALL nodes you're referencing in a script similarly to pymel.

Python's isinstance() function will be vital! Using it you can check if an object you are referencing 
is of a specific node type.

e.g. if isinstance(joint1, Joint):
It's possible you may want to create a new command for this, so that you can use it on 
uninstantiated objects based on their name as a string.

e.g. nc.isNode('joint1' Joint)
IF the object input is a string, the command would check the object type (depending on what 
platform we're in), and return True or False as appropriate.
IF the object input is NOT a string, it would simple use isinstance().

THERE IS A FLAW IN WHAT I HAVE WRITTEN ABOVE
If the idea is to instantiate an object of class NodeType, instantiating it within and running it from 
the object of class Converter is not going to work! nc.add above will be a node object, and running 
nc.add(inputs, outputs) will not instantiate a new class unless you so choose.
HOWEVER
if Converter().mode is set as a CLASS attribute, then it will propogate down through its subclass 
objects!
Therefore converter.Add() will automatically have mode set as Converter().mode.
Alternatively you could just have Node.mode = Converter.mode on instantiation (which would 
probably be set as a part of the super __init__ which must be called from all sub class __init__ 
classes.
Both have their merits. I will likely use the latter unless I find an issue with calling the super class 
__init__ method (or even just a setMode method in the super class) from the sub classes.

NOTE:
mode must be a list for inheretence to work correctly! It'll then work perfectly within the editor and 
between files for that session. So the main class will have mode = [], and the init will have 
self.mode[0] = mode

Nodes should all have a node.name and a node.longName or node.fullPath. They should be property 
methods which actually actively get the current name of the node when asked for it. There should 
also be a .setter method for name which renames the node.
Trying to set the fullPath should result in an error.
Information about how to do this in maya is here: http://www.chrisevans3d.com/pub_blog/maya-

http://www.chrisevans3d.com/pub_blog/maya-dag-nodes-qt-tools-dont-use-string-paths/


dag-nodes-qt-tools-dont-use-string-paths/

Nodes:
I have listed several nodes which are actually shapes that go under a transform (mesh, surface, 
curve). The transform node itself should be a transform node, and the SHAPE nodes should be their 
own node types.
There would then be a property method on Transform holding a list of all shapes in a node. The + 
operator on this could redirect through the parent command to add a new shape to the transform 
node.
When creating a curve or surface, by default the build method will create a transform for them. This 
can be circumvented with transform=False (which requires a transform parent – throws a 
WARNING if one isn't provided and makes it with a transform).

Have a parameter on init which would allows for wrapping an existing node (after checking if that's 
the appropriate node type). Default for that parameter is none so it makes a new in-scene node.

Selectable True/False for a transform node changes whether the node can be selected in the 
viewport.

IK or Ikhandle (changed to IkSolver)
Add
Subtract
Multiply
Divide
Average
Joint
Transform
Cluster
Curve
Mesh or Poly
NurbsSurface or Nurbs (uses nurbs plane or nurbs surface command in maya as appropriate)
SkinCluster or Skin
Distance or Measure
Animation (for SDK)?
Condition
Measure or Distance (with visibility option which, at least in maya, changes node type; can also be 
crv info for crv length? Or should that be a separate (MeasureCurve) node?)
Blendshape
Exponent (so x to the power of y)
PointOnCurve (info, closest point)
PointOnSurface (as above)
PointOnMesh or PointOnPoly (closest point only)
Camera
Constraint

Adding something in like pymel's node.isUniquelyNamed() and node.nextUniqueName() could be 
useful.

Commands:
Some maya commands will be found in the form of node methods instead.

http://www.chrisevans3d.com/pub_blog/maya-dag-nodes-qt-tools-dont-use-string-paths/


Any methods that make sense to be commands will be primarily commands – the methods will 
redirect here.
Any methods that are shared between metanodes and conversion nodes which are not shared 
through inheritence will redirect here.
Most commands will be queryable.

select
getSelection (parameter for from graph when that UI has been created. Could just be a query 
parameter on select? Returns wrapped node objects. I'll have to find the quickest way to find out 
what Class should wrap what. Probably have a dictionary, so nodeClasses = {'joint':Joint etc etc}. 
return nodeClasses(nativeNodeType(selection)).
nativeNodeType (checks an in-scene node and gives its actual native node type. Intended to be 
used on unwrapped nodes based on full path name or selection.)
getHierarchy aka listRelatives (Returns wrapped node objects Could just be a query parameter on 
select? Then if query is off but hierarchy is on (parents or children or decendents etc) it'd select by 
hierarchy!)
transform (references translate, rotate, scale? Has option for query.)
translate? (Has option for query.)
rotate? (Has option for query.)
scale? (Has option for query.)
matchTransform (uses get transform and set transform in world space to move and orient (and 
scale?) transformNodeA to match transformNodeB)
error (probably define your own expception)
warning (Might be a maya only thing though so check that first!)
bind
group aka null transform
parent (shape as parameter)
constrain? (probably have option for just using decompose world matrix. May just be node 
instead.)
duplicate (duplicates the node and returns the wrapped new node object)
setAttr
addAttr
getAttr
lockAttr (incl T, R, S, vis, allTransform, tx, ty, tz, rx, ry, rz, sx, sy, sz, string to indicate custom/alt 
attr. Lock=1 by default but set to 0 to unlock.)
hide/unhide (or toggleVisibility?) (transform vs shape. Works as above.)
listConnections (input and output – could be a parameter on getAttr but probably best if separated)
attrExists
listAttrs (like listConnections but it just lists what attrs you have on that node)
deleteAttr
connectAttr
convertObject? (so geo to nurb, etc etc – probably not so useful for rigging so I'll leave it out for 
now)
boundingBox (returns list of vectors - vector min and vector max. Probably also transform node 
property methods.)
insertJoints or splitJoints
nodeExists (workbench=None by default but can use this parameter to check if the node exists in a 
bench instead. Asterisk means "any characters" so that you can check *_bind aka anything that ends 
with _bind.)
listNodes (a simplified ls – list nodes in the scene or bench by node type. Can look in bench instead 
of scene. Possibly can use platform specific nodes as a type if not looking in workbench.)
getDistance (using vectors - gives current distance as opposed to the distance node)



delete (deletes the given node (from scene or bench). Should also be method.)
setDrivenKey (connects attributes with a set driven key. May return animation node)

NOTE: Rename isn't necessary as all nodes have node.name setter methods.

How do I access commands? Separate classes which are instantiated by conversion object? Methods 
on a Commands class? Methods on the main conversion class? However it's done, you need to tell it 
only once per session what mode you're in!
Likely they'd get mode from Conversion.mode, and can all be functions (so import conversion as cv 
would mean you could go cv.select() or cv.getSelection() etc.)

Additional notes:
Should transform nodes have a method to swap out their shape node, or should that be a command? 
You can swap it with a copy of another already existing shape or with one from the ini.
places new shape in the right place/orientation, parents shapes under old transform, deletes new 
transform and old shape.

If there are joints in-between a start and end joint for insertJoints, it should use those as indicators 
for a) separator distances (ie put equal number of joints between each regardless of their distance 
one from another so their placement acts as a joint density modifier) and/or b) a curvature indicator. 
Can be angular or spline style but either way you'd use it to split joints along a path that isn't 
straight e.g. spines.
Could also do split along a curve.

List attrs might return a dict (long and short name, type, value). List connections might also return a 
dict (input, output).
More likely listAttrs would just return a list of attr names. (note: as I have now decided to use an 
Attribute class, I will pass a list of Attribute objects)
I think list connections should work per attribute since it is easy enough to run a for loop on 
listAttrs. But check how Maya does it before finalizing that.
Transforms may nevertheless have properties for attrs that are constant i.e. transforms and vis (I 
have since retconned this idea).

Instead of instantiating a Conversion object, you could just set Conversion.mode='whatever' 
(NOTE: The Conversion class was later changed to the Workbench class, and a new Node class was 
created to be the superclass for all nodes.)

Nodes should probably have a method for getting connections in addition to the listConnections 
command. Same with listAttrs.

Attrs should all be variables on the nodes! Then you can have a setter method so you could go 
box.tx=95 and it'd set it to that in platform/bench. A getter method would also be required. (as 
discussed below, the majority of this idea was altered. Attributes are however stored in a dictionary 
on the node object until the node is built.)
How will that work with adding or removing attrs? Can getters and setters be set up to be dynamic? 
(getters and setters in this case refer to property methods)
It looks like setting dynamic properties don't work at the instance level. Having a getattr and setattr 
is easy enough to use anyway and much easier to implement. (it turned out I was incorrect as per 
below)

How can I get attributes from a node? Should node.attribute return (or set if setting) the value of an 



attribute?
I can use  __getattr__! Redefine it so that it first tries object.__getattr__ and if that fails it uses the 
getattr function.
You'd then need to redefine __setattr__ to first try __getattribute__ and if that fails, use setattr 
function.
Note that __getattribute__ automatically calls __getattr__ if it fails! So you need a way to interrupt 
that.
So you'd ALSO need to overwrite __getattribute__ with a default set=False, and then within 
__setattr__ it'd call __getattribute__(self, attr, set=True). __getattribute__ then would NOT call 
__getattr__

Note on attributes: I found that the above does not work, as any attributes the class tries to set will 
look for in-scene node attributes to set instead of setting them on the python object.
I looked at how pymel deals with attributes and decided to make an Attribute class (like they do). I 
can then use __getattr__ to check if that attribute exists, and wrap it as an Attribute object if it does. 
This removes the need for replacing the __setattr__ method and allows for more intuitive code (i.e. 
node.attr.get(), node.attr.get(), node.attr.connect(node2.attr) are all very pythonic and logical, but the 
earlier system would require getattr(node+'.attr'), and would only be useful if specifically getting or 
setting an attribute value).

UTIL libraries
Utils should be functional as opposed to OOP unless otherwise specified.
Should be written as agnostically / abstract as possible.
NAMES for example should treat mostly strings.
Therefore the only NAMES util that actually looks for nodes should probably be names.rename(), 
which requires an instantiated node to operate.

Joints (could be node methods):
orient (set or relatively alter orient values. Alternatively work like cometOrient)
orientToChild (Automatically orients a joint to face its child. Could be parameter on orient.)
orientToParent (Automatically orients a joint to face its parent by setting orient values to 0 Could 
be parameter on orient.)
freezeOrientation (gets rotates, setting orient to those values and then resetting rotates to 0 Could 
be parameter on orient.)

Names:
stripAffix (input is string. Output is list [name without affixes, stripped prefix, stripped affix]. 
Option to only strip suffix or only prefix, default is both. Option for more of either, default is 1 
each.)
renameWithAffixes (input is new name string and old name string. Strips affixes, renames the 
original name with the new string, then replaces the affixes. Options for which and how many of 
each affix type to keep. Can be run on a list of strings to give them all the same name.)
changeAffixes (basically an inverted renameWithAffixes - it keeps the base name but replaces x 
number of y type affixes with supplied strings (in a list).)
incrementChar (returns a list of characters to be appended to object names based on a starting 
character and number of objects)
searchAndReplace (takes string to replace, string to replace it with, and full string (or list of 
strings) to search. check if str in name before name.replace(str, newStr). An asterix* indicates 
anything, so that _bind* would replace the part of the name that starts with _bind and onwards. 
Possibly even use a simplified version of regular expressions)
renameHierarchy (possibly actually a parameter on the rename util, possibly its own function that 



routes through rename. One possible usage of this is to rename all non-dag nodes connected to a 
specific node. It'd take the base name of the specific node (possibly with all prefixes but not 
suffixes) and name the outgoing things with this and then their node type or function - so you'd get 
things like L_whatever_mult etc)? Could also do things like search and replace without having to 
pass through all objects in the hierarchy. So I guess having it be a parameter makes sense. 
Parameter could be renameChildren, renameDecendents, renameHierarchy, etc.)
renameLike or renameSimilar (takes x number of y type of affix from node A and applies them to 
node B, optionally renaming node B beforehand)
rename (renames a node to a given string. Acts as a hub for all other functions and therefore holds 
their options (e.g. keep prefix, increment with character (before or after suffix), etc)

NOTE: In renaming multiple objects, # anywhere in the new string indicates the delimiter 
placement. Number of digits based on number of # (delimiter = '0' * numHash-len(delimiter) + 
delimiter OR name = name.replace(newStr, '%0{0}d'.format(numHash)); new_name = (name % 
delimiter) #which is now the same as '%0Xd'%delimiter where X is the digit count.)
NOTE: UI could have a dropdown for common prefixes, names, and suffixes. So you can just go 
and grab 'em without having to type shoulder ever time or whatever. System similar to the 
shapes.ini for this purpose.
NOTE: underscoresImplied parameter when ever working with affixes, so you don't have to type 
'em in.
NOTE: For ### counting, use numHash = string.count('#') and then to confirm that the # are 
consecutive, use hashIsConsecutive = string.count('#'*numHash).

Misc:
Vector (Class. Holds values as variables x,y,z. Can set using a list ( Vector([0.0,0.0,0.0]) or  
Vector() = [0.0,0.0,0.0] ) or by setting the variables Vector().x = 0, etc. Can simply print to get a list 
of floats. Can alternatively print Vector().x, ,y, .z, or .vector (the first three return a float, the last 
returns a list of floats). Should work similarly to om.OMVector – this is just pure math.)
Vectors should have the obvious methods or magic methods (dot, cross, +-etc, length, normal, etc)

MODULES
parent parameter sets the MODULE to which the new module should be connected?

Make proxy geo by shrink wrapping primitives to mesh? Could have a geo piece per joint.
Proxy geo could be used to hone in on correct control scales.

Instantiation of modules and components does NOT automatically build them in the scene. It only 
holds information about HOW it should be built. The objects are not built into the scene until the 
build method is called. This allows nodes to be added to workbench without adding them to the 
scene.

Note: The future skeleton builder will fit under this, but probably as its own .py file.

If not using the UI (which will instantiate the converter), you will need to instantiate the converter 
with the appropriate mode before starting to use the modules.

There should be ONE main Module superclass. ALL module classes inherit this class. That 
superclass holds some very important basic things.
It holds:



__init__ requires a character name/identity to be passed to it. If one is not supplied, then a 
world/master/whatever control will NOT be generated, and the heirarcy for this module will be at 
world parent.
It can be parented up later through a addToCharacter() method, which is probably what the init is 
looking at when it does the above and following.
If a character is passed to it but doesn't exist, a rig hierarchy and world ctrl etc is generated.
If a character is passed and DOES exist, it looks for an appropriate point in which to plug the new 
stuff into the heirarchy. It also creates any constraints/connections/etc as appropriate.
Probably it checks for a character by metanodes.

Modules refer to components for their construction, plugging them together in module-specific 
ways, and include added module specific stuff.
Some components may refer to other components (e.g. ribbon may use stretchy)!

Should be able to have as many (or as few) of each module type as you desire (e.g. centipede vs 
biped for limbs).
Optional to have modules removable (i.e. Only connected to the heirarchy by turn-off-able 
constraints) – although this may be a future update.

Default Hierarchy:
possibly:
geo
rig
-ctrls
-jnts
-otherNodes
--noTransform

Naming Convention:
TO BE SPECIFIED
Suffixes ideally should indicate the USAGE of an object, rather than the TYPE of object. (ctrl 
instead of crv, bind or end or ikdrv/fkdrv instead of jnt, etc)
hrc,offset/buffer isntead of grp

The user should ALWAYS define where a module plugs into another module. The hierarchy should 
be user defined also – perhaps have a default setting, though.
So Character will have some default settings, but user CAN make their own.
char.jointsGrp = commands.group(“joints”, parent=char.rootGrp) would make a new group called 
“joints” parented under whatever the root group is for that character. Then when you want to parent 
something under that group you'd just set char.joints as the parent for that thing you're trying to add 
to it.
HOWEVER! Modules may hold multiple items that should fit into multiple hierarchical groups 
(e.g. controls, IK handles, curves, etc).
Character should hold DEFAULT values for this (aka the jointsGrp, extraGrp, etc).
Components all know into which default they should fall. If a user wants to break up those things so 
that for example curves and locators don't both go into extraNodes, they will need to either modify 
the component code OR make their module individually instead of using the module itself (so build 
a leg rather than use the limb class).
The workbench will alleviate this problem.

Body classes:



Character - main superclass. Creates world control and basic hierarchy, holds overall rig scale 
(which determines size of ctrls etc), creates root/character metanode.
Default has one master ctrl and a child pivot ctrl, under which all ctrls will be plugged by default.
Spine - May be spline or ribbon/flexiplane. May have any number of additional options including 
stretchy, volume preservation, excessive evenly spaced bendiness or more realistic bendiness based 
on joint placement (so may have more joints in lower body than higher for bipeds)
Default has COG ctrl, hips ctrl below that, mid ctrl and chest ctrl.
Limb – used for legs and arms of all sorts. Can have a variable number of 'knee' joints. Can have 
rotate plane solver IK, spring solver IK (http://morganloomis.com/2011/the-hind-leg/ ), or 
mechanical leg IK setup (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QPB1ZKx7OQ ). Can have FK. If 
has IK and FK, has a switch. Optional IK PV locking. Bind skeleton may have a spline with twisty 
and bendy functions. Bind skeleton may have floating twisty/bendy joints. Bind skeleton may have 
a ribbon/flexiplane setup driving its upArm and foreArm. May be stretchy/have volume 
preservation (of a few different types). Multiple space switch options for IK ctrl and FK shoulder.
Limbs should have an option for T pose (which straightens them out along the axis which is parallel 
to the ground) for 0 transforms, or just follow out the original joint orientations.
Optional no-twist style shoulder.
Default FK ctrls: clavicle*, shoulder, elbow, wrist
Default IK ctrls: clavicle*, elbowPV, wrist
Bendy adds a new overall bendy ctrl and (if free floating) hidable individual bendy ctrls per jnt.
*only once, even if both IK and FK are used.
Appendage – used for hands and feet. Both may have traditional or dynamic reverse foot setups, 
with hand or foot attrs.
Digit – used for toes and fingers. Can have IK and FK options. Can have full finger attrs or just 
main poses e.g. splay, fist, etc on hand ctrl. Setting those poses up as a default will be interesting – 
user tweaking it in a logical and friendly way is a must! Number of digits is variable. Number of 
joints on digits is also variable, but non-default values will result in unreliable or no poses. Default 
is 5 incl end joint, although 4 is also acceptable if the tendon joint isn't used.
Head – builds neck and head. Neck may be flexiplane if desired. Multiple space switch options. 
Head may have squash/stretch. Default is one neck FK ctrl and one head FK ctrl. Optional 
additional head IK ctrl.
Eyes – number of eyes per head may vary. Can have morpheus-style IK/FK ctrls. Multiple space 
switch options.
Tail/Tentacle – used for tails, tentacles, elephant trunks, etc. Uses variable FK. Could use 
ribbon/flexiplane if desired – possibly as an add-on on top of variable? May have additional IKaim 
ctrl like with that dino rig. Multiple space switch options. Number of ctrls is variable.
Eventual additional classes incl wings

Component classes:
Flexiplane/ribbon – Nurbs plane that has has joints attached via rivets. Parameters incl orientation, 
what types of deformers are on 'em, how the joints are set up, etc. Consider using that cool ramp 
thing! But find a way to make it w/o expressions first. Has a control at each end (hidden from 
animator – for use as a plug for the main controls e.g. chest and hips to control it), and at least one 
in the middle. Probably optional to have additional controls – incl variable FK.
Stretchy – Controls the scale (or translation) of a joint on the axis that points down the chain. Attrs 
for FK and based on ctrl translation for IK. Includes optional volume preservation (which has 
options for how complicated it should be. The volume preservation's center of mass could for 
example be variable)
FKChain – Basic FK controls which control the orientation of a joint or other target node 
(normally via constraints). Returns a control object.
IKChain – Sets up an IK chain (with options for rotate plane, single chain, spline, and spring 
solvers). Optional pole vector, optional twist attr. Spline has optional joint splitting. A straight non-

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QPB1ZKx7OQ
http://morganloomis.com/2011/the-hind-leg/


spline IK chain will till work fine if a prefered angle parameter is filled in (by default is world 
rotation (e.g. [90, 0, 0] will work well for forward-facing bipeds) but can be set to object 
orientation) Returns list containing IK control(s) object, PV control object.
IK/FK Switch – A control with an IK/FK attribute. Optionally places the attrs on an already 
existing control instead. Also optionally parents instances of that control shape onto all appropriate 
controls (so that the IK/FK switch attr is available as an input).
Variable FK – Also known as sliding FK; mostly used for tails, tentacles, etc. Controls slide up and 
down a nurbs plane and affect joints according to their proximity.
Breathing - Creates a breathing icon near the chest (option to just put attrs on the chest ctrl 
instead). Option to include clav transforms, breathe with gut or chest, and options for speed and 
depth/intensity of breath (if using auto breath). Translation of control optionally affects where 
breathing is based (chest vs stomach). Scale control up and down gives manual control of the 
breathing itself. Creating this component creates some default blendshapes (blank or with some 
data?) which the user can then continue to sculpt onto.
Space Switch – Creates locators at the selected spaces. Locators are parented in a parent spaces 
group and are constrained to the appropriate spaces. Creates constraints from locators to target 
control and makes a parent space enum attr.
Line – Makes a line between two transforms. Has source and target parameters. If one source but 
multiple targets, makes a line from the source to each target. If multiple sources, makes a line from 
each source to the target. If ONLY sources, all sources have lines to one another. If only TARGETS, 
makes continual lines from one to the next (in list order) only.
Rivet (possible option for visibility which could be follicle - or just tell 'em to slap a locator there. 
Normally just pointOnSurface, which may need to be created based on the point you're trying to get 
at (which may be created based on what edges or verts are in the vicinity of a closestPointOnMesh). 
)

Control Component Class: (used to be under Utils)
rotateOrder (set and get rotate order of controls)
scaleShape (set or get scale of control shapes)
color (set or get color of controls (can be optionally set by left/right, by FK/IK, etc). Can be 
different for individual shapes on the control.)
Note: Colors are set and returned as RGB values. IF maya version is easlier than 2016 (or whenever 
they introduced RGB color overrides) the RGB value should be converted to a vector along with all 
index color values. A simple for loop can be run to find the index that is closest to the supplied RGB 
value via min([color - index for index in indices]).
I'll need to eventually check if other platforms have similar issues with RGB values.
colorCondition (based on a specific condition (e.g. having values on attrs or being stretched 
beyond a specific value), individual control shapes should be able to change colour. This can be 
done via a colour blend or similar node for gradual change or straight in the condition node for a 
sudden change. Consider making this a node method.)
visCondition ( based on a specific condition (e.g. having values on attrs or being stretched beyond 
a specific value), individual control shapes would be hidden or made visible. Consider making this 
a node method.)
Options for creating controls:
-Shapes from ini file
-Options to orient to world to or a specific object – uses matchTransform.
-Options to translate to a specific spot or object – uses matchTransform.
-Scale option (affects size of shape but doesn't give scale values)
-Parent of control
-Rotate order
-Channels to lock
-Colour (RGB value)



-Option to NOT give an offset group to hold transform values
-Option to create an additional offset group to hold animatable transform values (aka SRT null or 
SDK null)
-Option to use geo ctrls pixar style - they may be a component node type. They'd have a 
transparency setting.
-Option to have colours that change for specific purposes e.g. over stretching or if holding a value 
on certain attrs.
-Option for the above to be on specific shapes only (ie. one shape to act as a stretch indicator but 
another is the primary control shape)
-Option to stretch a control shape along a bone (sets scale pivot for however the scaling of control 
shapes is done to one end of the bounding box, and scales until it is the length of the bone as found 
using get distance div by bounding size to get scale value). If this is set, stretchy bones will require 
this control shape to scale appropriately and changing the control shape scale should work only on 
the two other axes. For this purpose a hidden attr will be on the ctrl shape and looked for in the 
appropriate curve/surface methods.

For curve controls, uses Curve methods to set colour.
For non-curve controls, creates a new shader for the colour.
In either case, uses methods where appropriate (locking channels, etc)
setting ctrl scale may be a metanode method so that values are held across sessions.

Alternatively, have a hidden attr on the control shape. This may be preferred.
A combination of these would make sense - the metanode holds a method (which may still 

point back to utils) and it is based on a hidden attr or an attr on the metanode.
Transform shape (to move or rotate the shape without affecting transform values)

Other notes:

MAYA: To add further influences to the ribbon blendshape: mc.blendShape( 'ribbonSpineBS', 
edit=True, t=(bindNurb, 1, NEWINFLUENCE, 1.0) )
That can also be useful for breathing.

SPACE SWITCHING
A cool method (seen here https://youtu.be/kiDsuf2DQG8?t=19m12s ) is to have a floating number 
changing the space, so you can blend between them instead of being a flat enum. The floating attr 
drives an ENUM attr which tells you what space has the most influence. OR the enum drives the 
float? Test animating an enum over a large number of frames and see if the resulting 
interpolation allows nice smooth movement.

Arm IK should have multiple space switch options (world, hips, head, locator). The locator would 
be invisible and constrained to the IK control until it's selected.

Eyes pose-space to head/world?

Pole vector setup: point constrain with no offset to shldr and wrist, aim constrain to elbow, delete 
constraints and pull it back. Freeze transforms and set up the PV
constraint.

Flexiplane may be superior to ribbon spline. Also use pointOnSurface instead of follicles.
http://www.twistedlight.xyz/index.html#project-armstrong Robust rig, GREAT hands, nice controls.



extraNodes is a great name for a donottouch

Having the main scale value of the rigger tools as the character's height may be logical.

A potentially good alternative rig outliner heirarchy:
Component
-controls
-deform (joints etc)
-etc
I think I got that from the cult of rig vids? Go check that.
i.e. it's set up so that you can find anything you need for individual components or areas of the rig 
easily (arm, leg, spine, etc) without having to traverse to that area.
A drawback to this could be things like needing to select/alter all controls, joints, etc (without doing 
so programmatically). Although really metanodes take care of that easily. Node.selectControls() for 
example could select all controls for that node's realm of influence. Node.selectAllControls() would 
select ALL controls of that character. Etc etc.

Decompose matrix through to direct connections is cleaner in many cases than using constraints! 
E.g. world control to other controls (if they're not directly parented down).

_____________________________________________________
MODULE PLANNING:
What components (stretchy, ribbon, ik/fk, etc) will I need?
Take note of what utils and conversions you'll need – check the old spine and limbs setups for these.
_____________________________________________________

METANODES
Create a metaNode Class. Metanodes become objects of that class on creation or on access via a 
script.
I could absolutely use OOP for accessing metanode data - if the object has a .metaParent attr (or is a 
metaNode), you can run over that attr to instantiate a MetaNode object, which has methods to allow 
easy rig traversal.

The meta node network should allow any future script you write (picker, pose saver, animation 
mirroring, animations saved out etc) to work with any rig that is set up with that network - whether 
they're your rigs our just arbitrary rigs set up with your network.
Ultimately you would be able to build a library of animations like mecano and anyone should be 
able to instantly use them on whatever rig.

Make sure the network is flexible enough to work on a biped or a spider or a car. Make sure it's 
robust enough that any biped or spider or car could use the animations from any other rig that's even 
remotely similar.

For metaNode systems:
https://vimeo.com/46791270
https://sites.google.com/site/mayariggingwiki/rigging-notes/modular-rigging/building-a-metadata-
node-network
http://www.chrisevans3d.com/pub_blog/object-oriented-python-in-maya-pt-1/
http://www.chrisevans3d.com/pub_blog/question-rigging-with-metadata/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pPmNS8u6Hw 15:35

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pPmNS8u6Hw
http://www.chrisevans3d.com/pub_blog/question-rigging-with-metadata/
http://www.chrisevans3d.com/pub_blog/object-oriented-python-in-maya-pt-1/
https://sites.google.com/site/mayariggingwiki/rigging-notes/modular-rigging/building-a-metadata-node-network
https://sites.google.com/site/mayariggingwiki/rigging-notes/modular-rigging/building-a-metadata-node-network
https://vimeo.com/46791270


Character parts are under the root 'character' node (arm, leg, spine, door, etc - depending on the 
character type). Rig parts under that (ikfk, sliding fk, etc) and specific Maya objects under that (ik 
handles, controls, joints, geo, etc) as a possible example. You'll have to plan it out carefully though 
in terms of what different scripts will need easy access to and how best to traverse the tree to get it.
You'll have to carefully consider how to abstract it, too. Leg and arm nodes will be similar, but 
should they be identical? Should wings also be included in that? Etc.
Whether building individual limbs or a whole rig, the network should be optional. If selected and 
just doing a limb, only the network from that thing is created (so you can plug it into a spine of a 
character later).
Should a spine and a car chassis be the same Body node, or different nodes?

After initial release, your metaNode network scripts may get more functionality, which may be 
required by other tools. In preparation for this, have a version attr on the root node. Later on you 
can check if tools are compatible with that version, have have a rig updater script to update the 
network.

Should metanodes inherit anything from conversion? I think not, although they should point toward 
it.
Note that the exception for this may be when I create the workbench UI. I won't worry about that 
yet as I have literally no idea how that UI will work. It certainly won't be ready for group project. 
Hopefully for my showreel!

From red9 regarding their metanode system:
At the root of the Red9 rig is our internal MetaData system, exposed through the Red9 StudioPack 
API. This powerful base architecture allows you to interface with the rig via a simple Python object 
that exposes most of the management and animation functions directly. Things like pose handlers, 
animation library, mirror functions, pose compare and many other vital functions are all wrapped 
for you.

https://vimeo.com/album/4159039
Their metanode API is also apparently freely available as a part of their studio pack.
It may be worth seeing if there are any legal ramifications for using their metanode network, and if 
not, have yours inherit from theirs.
That way you can market Workbench as being fully compatible with red9 studio pack.

The one issue you may come across would be I think red9 is Maya only. So you'll need your own 
metanode network for non-maya stuff - or do some serious reworking of their API so that it's 
agnostic so far as is necessary for most functions, and just not load in the Maya specific methods if 
mode is not Maya.

https://apps.autodesk.com/MAYA/en/Detail/Index?
id=584529986169254772&os=Win64&appLang=en
In theory if you just give all the attrs and hooks to the physical node that red9 will be looking for, 
you don't need to use their API at all in the published code! That means you can use your 
agnosticity and be compatible with their shit too!

WORKBENCH (just for saving/loading rig scripts for now)
Note: It would be beneficial to have enough of the workbench made that you can save rig scripts. 
All you would need is a class which allows you to plan out a rig and build it.



e.g. rig = Workbench(skeleton=ROOTJOINT, shoulder=SHOULDERNAMECONVENTION, 
wrist= etc etc. arms=['stretch', 'ik', 'fk' etc etc)
rig.save(folderpath, filename)
rig.build()
AND
rig = Workbench().load(folderpath, filename)
rig.build()

file type could be .bench (but it's just a py file)

Note that any saved workbench rigs must be in their agnostic form. Therefore before building you 
would need to set their mode. rig = Workbench(mode) rig.load etc
Exporting out a .py for a specific platform would be a later on thing.

That graph then could be loaded back into the tool, or could even be run directly from the script 
editor.
So you could instantiate it back using the full module
OR
you could import the graph script (which would import the dependencies, being the rigging toolkit) 
and go nodeGraph.build() (or nodeGraph.rig.build() )
Possibly also rebuild() would be a handy method. So you could build it, then decide you wanna 
change some thing and rebuild it with the new changes.
That'd be fairly easy with a good metanode network.
Probably you'd want a nodeGraph.save() exposed if you're exposing editable bitbaps.

Or nodeGraph.rig.saveGraph() or nodeGraph.graph.save()
So that the graph is its own class?
Note also that ideally almost any graph would work on almost any character if it's type (biped for 
biped etc)
You would have a file for the character, and you'd go nodeGraph.graph.load(file_path) and then 
nodeGraph.graph.build()

Toolset builds stuff live in the scene. It also adds stuff to the workbench. Altering stuff in 
workbench will not interactively update the scene (unless that option is selected). A build or rebuild 
or update button would update the scene from Workbench.
The issue would come when custom changes are made without using the toolset. These would not 
update workbench.
There may be a way to check if changes have been made which are not reflected in workbench. 
Option to have them auto update. If not auto, it will prompt when you next go into workbench 
thatanual changes were made and the rig may need to be resampled for bench.

Standalone workbench can take fbx import (maybe also platform specific filetype) and graph 
skeletons and mesh so you know where to plug those in. Then when you output a .bench file it'll be 
able to build it on the skeleton correctly.

Consider saving units as a part of saved bench (i.e. Cm, etc – whatever is set for that platform when 
you save it. If not saved, uses whatever the platform has set on build, but otherwise converts to the 
appropriate unit.)



Additional things to consider:
Will class methods be useful? - could be used for example for checking a node type.
Will static methods be useful?
http://www.chadvernon.com/blog/resources/python-scripting-for-maya-artists/writing-clean-code/ 
read this! Then check out other parts of
http://www.chadvernon.com/blog/resources/python-script  ing-for-maya-artists/

Need to decide on what parameters all classes will have and what the return values will be for build 
methods.

http://www.chadvernon.com/blog/resources/python-scripting-for-maya-artists/
http://www.chadvernon.com/blog/resources/python-scripting-for-maya-artists/writing-clean-code/

